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In response to tie National Interest n Parliament by I a I
have prepared to offer counter argumwite to some of fie and in tie re
"Withdrawal from tie Agreement IFAD". 1 have the pleasure of presenting this on of the body
of Australian consultants In the International arena of rural and development I would like to
declare tfiat S am one of the members of 1he Steertig Commitee of the IFAD Support Groyp (ISG) and of tie web
page. Given fie men and women 1 represent are frequency on in the in
developfrig countries and difficult to contact with, none-the-less 50 to 60 wlh me over tie

6 monfis f© their support

The Australian Governments decision (unteteraHy tetcen) flrsiy, to in tie 6" of-FAD and
secondly, to denounce membership of fife United Nations (UN) organization has ad a and
disappointment t© us all in tie sector. Over tie too with tie of tie of Trade,
Individual eonsultante and consulting a working with If AD and like donor I
suggest fie impact of fib dteengagemenl wM be profound, fer reaching, fartier OUT and
affecting all stakeholders: firstly, Austaten natonals in IFAD - and short and
secondly, Australian NGOs, service providers and procurement agencies; and thirdly, 1FAO In
South East and tie Pacific (SEAP) in which work has out, Moreover, tie of of
IFAD projecte in environments wfiere Australian have a wi In
reference to my experience (alluded to h tie sobmteston), I feel I am to a
planners/consultants perspective on tie shocks that will folow owse our
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general among tie community of in to poverty In tie
UN® Mitennium of which b a wfi dao be donor
counties as wei as loan nations wftfth our region,

We In the Coneultante fratemsly have two we feel government hi
to leave IFAD. Firstly, tiere a complete of wilh the various and
consulted on the Impact it would on their - the came as a So modi for due
process! Secondly, I would tike to to the of In fie - AusAID
the deeteton resulted from out a of IFAD but thb has tie light of day for
seruttiy or viewing tie rationale cm vihteh tie decision was made, C©os«qu«oiyf of the had
adequate opportunity to claims fiat IFAD is not in our

In view of tie above we submit that tie Committee revisit the subject©! IFAD and call for
ail interest groups can give evidence and secondly commission an of IFAD and
maintaining memberehfj of IFADs fe m tie national Interest

FrtaJfy I would JSke t© tie Chairman fiat I wouW make myself to tie Committee on
08/03/04 b Canberra and any in to my

Youre faithfully
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I.

1, In opening, 1 would like advise the Joint on (JSC-T) that I
the of presenting this on behalf of the
work In the of rural and I like to
that I am one of the members of the Committee of the IF AD Group (ISG) ind
Editor of the web page (http://w ww. i f adsupportgroup. com/). As consultants are key stakeholders
In Australia membership of IF AD, the web site was established to; firstly, publicise the
action of government (viz. withdrawing from IF AD membership) to all
sectors; secondly, on the aid finally, a of IF AD.
Given trie and women I are frequently on
duties in the in developing countries and difficult to with,
some 50 to 60 have communicated with me over the 6 to
site had promoted and of developments.

2, I would now like to my fides and provide a on my as
an Agriculturalist/Animal Production I in the
rural in developing over the 40 - the 10 living in PNG and the
30 as a short-term consultant I have worked for all the major
(IFI) -World (IDA), FAO, etc - and

providing input all of the cycle -
supervision and My to over 50

countries (covering all and 41
projects. During this I in over 90 I feel

I the and to add to the is
unbalanced.

3, The Augtrallap Government's firstly, to
in the 6 of IF AD and secondly, to of this United
Nations(UN) has as a and to us all
in the private sector. Over the two with the of
Trade, individual and a
relationship with IF AD. I the of this will be far
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reachings further oyr and all
Australian nationals in IF AD - and and
secondly, Australian NGOs, service providers and procurement and thirdly, IF AD
member developing countries in South East Asia and the Pacific (SEAP) in which
collaborative work has been carried out Moreover, the quality of design of IF AD in
specific environments where Australian consultants have a comparative advantage will
deteriorate. In reference to my experience outlined above, I feel I am well credentialed to
present a project planners/consultants perspective on 'the that will follow
Australia's resignation takes affect. Moreover our the of
nations in relation to fulfilling poverty reduction responsibilities in the UNs
Millennium goals of which Australia is a signatory will also be severely especially
among partner OECD donor countries as well as recipient within our

4. I might add that I represent and am typical of a small of committed agricultural
consultants (Australian nationals) who have closely aligned themselves with IFADs
philosophy of helping the "poorest of the poor". We are in by 'IFAD
management and staff in relation to the contribution we and are to
design, being adjudged as practical and down to earth. Our most contribution has
been in the rainfed and livestock sectors on the African continent with which we a
similar harsh environment and experience ongoing droughts. Australian IF AD has
also made a major contribution to the Funds field operations.

5. I strongly believe the Australian Government's decision to leave IF AD has not
thoroughly thought through, transparently debated amongst the various or
on objective assessment of IFADs role in firstly, as an active member of the IFI community
as a project initiator, secondly, championing the of the world's poor and
disadvantage*!, and thirdly its pioneering initiatives and contribution to poverty

IL TO

A. In

6. In answer to the range of negative goobedly-gook being dished up by AusAID in
relation to effectiveness of IF AD and IFAD-financed projects,, I feel it crucial to
the committee on the widely accepted of DP AD to its
in the IFI community, and to highlight IFADfmm

as well as revisiting the decision to from a performing UN
organization. Given the evidence available, messages and innuendo emanating from
AusAJOD, provides overwhelming confirmation of their unequalled ignorance in IFADs
operational methodology and impact at grass-roots level. We as consultants contest
AusATD can come to any meaningful conclusion or a conclusion of substance, given their
chronic lack of knowledge of the institution.

7. TFADs fie in three areas, firstly, in the clarity and narrow
focus of its mandate permitting it to function efficiently, secondly, in the project work
methodology it has pioneered over the past 25 years and thirdly, in IFADs to
project supervision and support.
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8, First and is the only III, Is In the
agricultural/rural and the poor and the
of women and the

&

9.
unique as missions are exclusively of individually This is in
preference to; (FAO
companies) as is the case in the or, FAO/IC in
the case in the World Baric. writing and is in
IF AD as a team, in collaboration with the Country Portfolio (CPM), the
Technical Unit and IF AD As long as the mission's with
IFADs specificity to poverty alleviation (as in IF ADs - COSOP),
the consultants are given in overall In
there are no vested involved. of this
varies only minimally formulation and the final at
loan negotiations. The World is a typical at
have the authority to without to the or in
collaboration with the government or

In the
the very for the - a

the its

10. IF AD is with and so in my The
following are of particular in

• Areas: IF AD positively the more that
are frequently by the Ms (WB and ADB).

« Poor, all are given a to
project and

« Women: all projects documents contain a to
development.

« These are
in - are in India, Laos Vietnam, Tibet.

« Women (WHH) are of
Importance.

• of and
harmony.

11. All design documents specific sections outlining the for the poor,
women and single families in to poverty alleviation, I would an
opportunity to provide a verbal briefing on on on I a
contribution eg the TFAD-financed EICDP in Indonesia ag an of the
and success of project design In comparison to the neighbouring Cashew
Project.

12. IF AD has at the vanguard of introducing of innovation into
project and including:
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« Initially IFADs was
« Subsequently
« Introducing of and for

- ' the of Work & (AWP&Bs) by

- Asking for 6 by the
- introducing and institutionalising Monitoring &

within the relevant government ministries in IF AD in
particular,

- promoting self-help through of for
credit delivery, S&L, and

« Instituting (capacity to to of
the target group - even, to revise loan

• Pioneering the delivery Bank),
• Recognising the strengths NGOs In
• Recognising the importance

workshops/PRA^/RRAs etc).
• Introducing during project delivery (eg LISP - Lesotho

Beneficiary & Workshops).
• Promoting beneficiaries.
« Sustained development through during

implementation..
• Farmer (eg ALDEP -

Botswana)

13. Learnt: This element was introduced to improve is
contained in all IP AD project

14. Close contact is the project design (of
consultants) and IF AD staff- in the Technical Division, Project (PDT),
and Management - to the concerns of government, and IP AD
Governing Council are complied with, and issues are folly

&

15. Close and in-depth supervision to the project are reaching
beneficiaries in relation to:

• the poor.
» transparency in all of project service delivery
» ensuring maximum beneficiary participation.
• involvement of women
• recruiting to on or

initiate specific to

16. Examples in the SEAP region of the benefits arising and
by IF AD, and the impact the project has accomplished on the in
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income, children's and self of
beneficiary households and can be in
(EICDP, EISLDP), etc,

•B.

17. IF AD has also its own
the project cycle clearly differentiates it and I will a few
of importance;

IS.

» as alluded to earlier, project design Is out by not but in
collaboration with all both within and IF AD.

• missions a high proportion of MI to
beneficiaries

19. The IF AD (Country &
Paper) government as outlined in the CPRSP to develop a for
underpinning much of the poverty alleviation initiatives. The follow-up

conceptualises project on in-
country workshops involving all (beneficiaries; local, and
government departments, NGOs, UN agencies, etc). Project
endeavours to interventions to close the gap the group and
government.

20.

• minimum interference from IF AD are
• consultants in Rome, which and interaction

with reviewers - PT and PDT.

II,

A.

21. I now would like to provide into firstly, how are
initially established the major stakeholders., namely the Providers
(ASP), IF AD and governments secondly, the
relationships and thirdly, the impact the Government of Australia's (GoA) will on
Australian trade and income.

22, It is an to that I, as as my and
colleagues who much and
with IF AD, were notushell-shocked" by the GoAs to withdraw IF AD, We are all
aware this decision was unilaterally by the GoA. without any or
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with the and
who and

(GAS); and who are IF AD and
technology for poverty alleviation. Givep the era is by
in Australian politics - transparent and -1
personally strongly of the in which the to IF AD was

It was very un-Australian and hardly As a for
extending charity to the has the in
recent years, we will now the our as
claim to having minimal as in
alleviation, not only in our region but world -wide. It is an will be
surely upon by some of oyr more SEAP and
OECB are their to WAD.

23. In to IFADs and the
is difficult to reconcile when the GoA has USD 90 to the for
Reconstruction & Development (EBRD)1 when it has the
IF AD has an important consideration. In a nutshell is to USD 1.7
million annually for poverty alleviation in poor countries!! Given the
support in comparatively rich and well-connected Central and
countries, I for one completely the point. Among the by the
for Foreign Affairs for withdrawing IF AD is the of low
in SEAP nations, and the to aid into our
AusAlD!!!!!! This is totally without and has There
should be no misconception the of poverty - IF AD is
the multi-lateral or IFI which solely on the
investments in agriculture and in Additionally it
ironic that, while the GoA was the to DFAD, a Wallaby
joined forces with World Rugby by a position as an for the UN in
world

24. For of you on the who are not familiar with the
accessing and winning aid contracts, I would now like to; firstly, an
within the world in to the available for into aid delivery;
secondly, the crucial importance of establishing with TFIs in and
finally, on my experience, how to
IF AD and IFAD-fmanced

B.

25. IFIs recruit for project preparation, formulation, and as
well as for Mid-Term Reviews/Evaluations (MTR/E). by and
consulting companies in provide an for follow-up work and
studies during project This is also the are
prepared for and for civil works, and etc are
identified and on project (DCTs).

1 "Courier Mall" (Tue 21/10/2003, 2)



• The ToRs for a of typically for
and for which Australian would be

- Technical (TA)
- developing and providing

hosting study tours,
- and education,
- twinning with elite institutions for

supervision and collaboration etc.

• Specifications are drawn up and on DCTs for to;

civil works,
- and
- vehicles,

civil works.

Australian firms are eligible for listing and in for the

26. As mentioned above Australian Service Providers (SPs) who in project
are well positioned for participation in the provision of the above G&S when the IFI,
Cooperating Institution, or the recipient government offer invitations for
listing or publish for procurement.

27. TA consultants and specialists who are involved in the pre-project are on the
ground floor for connecting project management/host governments - - with,
or proposing international firms for short-listing or with invitations to in the
competitive bidding process. It is to be all consultants ToRs and
specifications based on their own personal experience first of
technotogy and services available. With this in mind there is generally a bias the
consultants own country, would have more confidence in the specialists,
professional experts and elite Institutions with which they are familiar.

28. Given due diligence performance, once a consultant, or supplier of
goods establish an initial foothold in a oew country they first-hand
knowledge of the country, familiarity with the institutions of government, network and
establish personal with department and directors etc as well as
in dealing with government bureaucracy, As are
consolidated, and the international business becomes known associated with
performance the firm is to capitalize on commercial opportunities in the host
country as they arise from time to time. Generally this be In
unrelated to the one under which they 'first and be by
other bilateral and multi-lateral organizations.
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29. Funding for and education, tours,
twinning with elite institutions (research stations) and institutions of excellence (universities)
for technical backstopping, staff exchange etc. has as a
component in financial terms in many projects. in the country is to
capitalize on opportunities and Australia is now at the vanguard of gaining a
of student education.

C. Australian

Pre-Project

30. Froject I know personally of some 50 consultants who, in many
instances have been recruited specifically by IF AD because of the particular skills they offer
or their knowledge of technologies that have been developed in to Australia's
agro-ecological environment, and, agricultural production systems. Through this
Australian technology has spread to similar environments in Sub-Saharan, West and North
Mica, the Middle East, and the Indian Sub-Continent. Many of us still work
IF AD. I am also aware often or so agricultural/rural development
(GRM. KMC, JBI7 MCC, AACM5 Hassalls, McGowan, Coffey-MPW, who have
in the past developed, and currently maintain very strong relationship with IF AD, providing
specialists for project formulation. I might add that IF AD Country Portfolio
(CPM) have a high level of confidence in Australian consultants and consulting
unsurpassed by consultants from sister IF AD member countries. This is due to their
professionalism., high level of technology, and timely delivery of tasks to ToRs.

31. MTR/E: The can be said for the
by the Co-operating Institution (Cl) of Australian consultants and consulting companies for
participation in project supervision - generally by UNOPS. This is of particular in
projects that are not delivering projected benefits and require of redesign.

Provision of

32. I am personally aware of many instances that participation in project design on IF AD
projects has lead directly to the recruitment of Australian Specialists, utilization of Australian
technology, and the procurement of Australian manufactured equipment, plant, and
machinery - especially in the fields of dryland farming technologies, semi-artd/arid
and animal production systems, tropical agriculture and veterinary services etc. The
provision of services during this phase of the project cycle can in two

33. Contracts. When I was Technical Manager for JBI in the early
1980s., our company won extensive contracts valued in the many hundreds of thousands
of dollars - contracts for management and staffing of research (Sudan, Somalia),
contracts for conducting semi-mechanized rainfed farming trials (Somalia) contracts for
a participatory on-firm dryland trial program (Botswana). AH these contracts emerged as
follow-up work from initial design consultancies by company staff on IF AD financed/co-
fmaoeed projects. JBI would not have won this work if company had not
participated in the earlier project design missions.
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34 the the was by IF AD to
out a - soil land
capability mapping, and soil - as a follow-up to
The above were a to a to a
agricultural survey.

&

35. I have personally been involved in and responsible for the of a of
rainfed farming projects, of which were IF AD financed - Damazine,
Sablaale, Togwajale, Mogambo, This involvement in the of
plant and machinery worth millions of dollars utilizing a Toowoomba
Agricultural Machinery Dealership (Mel Oliver Machinery). This has
continued and into a major Australia and
providing dryland farming machinery. Aystarm Machinery has a
base in a number of African countries

36. Similar evepts have occurred with the of by
companies (Pacific Seeds) for trials in semi-arid Africa - Somalia, Botswana, and Lesotho.
Pasture bred by CSIRO and Kimberley has also in
Ethiopia, Botswana, Somalia, Lesotho, and the Middle and into m
trade. None of these events would have transpired without the initial and
provision of TA, which revealed to opportunities for technology.

37. Ongoing TA support IF AD has the
for Australian companies. Universities and Agricultural to
bid for hosting training in Australia, providing a venue for (which
participants with appropriate Australian technology and
courses and visits. I add I to a
partnership between Dalby Agricultural College and a dryland-farming in
whereby the former hosted their first of overseas - a that
continued for many and has now to

D.

38. An example of work which can as flow-on a consulting an
initial foothold in a country can be ably by my in Somalia when 1
was Technical Manager for JBI in the 1980s. From a platform in initial
design consultancies, the company: firstly two T A positions;
quickly expanded to the employment of over 25 long Australian at its
pinnacle; thirdly brought in a multitude of short Australian and fourthly,
established a country office to service staff, and work.
Some 10 major project were involved - funded by the major - World Bank, AfDB,
BSF, UNDP, AF etc. Some of these projects were co-financed IF AD. on
these projects was a crucial element in the company a highly long
management and TA contract international on a 3 000 ha

rice project valued at millions of dollars.

39. The company then duplicated the above scenario in Africa, an
office in Botswana. Given the high ground, well known profile and of
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and the
the work that can be by a It

should carefully that the was virtually no the
from an IF AD This the
company won a major Australian in the mid-1980s as a of
its and achievements in Africa. Sister
could paint a similar picture of how they have in countries, and the
IF AD have been pivotal in this process. For I in the
where I encountered an Australian firm who have a in the
sector.

40, Hence the above surely the to IF AD by the
Australian Government (about USD 1.7 million) is far by

emanating from firstly, and
employed within the institution itself, secondly, Australian for
work, thirdly, TA providing out
management contracts, and finally, provision of and
equipment. However as can be this only of the
It can not overstated indirect and
within a focus country frequently to 3 to 4

41. I must reiterate, IF AD has - the
decision will have a on the and
of Australian companies, the income of Individual and the
profitability of suppliers of goods and equipment. Potential work would be lost, and
consultants could long of unemployment, to for
short listing or tendering. When it is IF AD are co-
financed with the World and ADB, the foil of our ineligibility is
many

E-

42, As mentioned above withdrawal IF AD will on
to employment for 50 short-term who are in

an unknown number of professionals who provide long-term technical
project implementation, a or so consulting which in
project management, etc, as well as
machinery and

43. Since IF AD incorporation in 1.977, over the 25 has a
miserly USD 44 million but actually contributed in and
namely, USD 47 million (see 2). The for and of
procurement, consultancy etc, are on Table 1
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2000
2001
2002
2QQ33

1,70
1.70
1.70
1,70

j

~^^»^^^^^^-^^^--^-^
ICB
0.247

j 0.116
0.587

iJ!M_]
1,281

LCB/LS
n/a
n/a

" TcT
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

0,937
n/a
n/a

Total
n/a
n/a_524Z—

n/a 1
n/a

F.

44, The conclusions to the Go As decision to relinquish of IF AD can be
briefly as follows:

• The decisiop was unilaterally by the and the
in nor major in particular consulted.

• The mysterious "Comprehensive Analyses" to out by
AusAlD and on which the decision has the of day nor

with allowing all to review the The
common view Is that AusAlD, if not downright in to to Its

are loose with the troth,

• The foil impact the withdrawal on the Australian - both
from a direct and indirect business

• The Australian image on support for poverty both OECD
countries and underdeveloped countries will take a

• From a commercial/financial the decision was and be

• Given Australia's to the (USD 90million) which is
twice as much as our total contribution to IF AD over the past 25 (USD 47 million),
the argument for concentrating aid in Asia and the Pacific is very

« Both the Australian, Government and IF AD showed in relation to
communication between one another (or the lack to a
breakdown in the relationship.

• Australian companies are now confronted with the of
tendering for not only from IF AD financed projects but also World and
projects co-financed with IF AD.

2

3 Six months only
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• to the of in and of
TA will a in

projects in Africa and the as as and the Pacific.

• Counter to the GoAs viewpoint, withdrawal will be as the In the
OECD commitment to

• Australia - a foundation country establishing IF AD in 197? - will the
reputation of being the first member the
whose is poverty aid development.

G..

45, On behalf of the commercial consulting sector i would the In
their wisdom to the following

• •Given AusAlDs view is laid in concrete, the Committee so that
public can place.

« The Australian firstly, a all
and secondly, and tie and on the

In the for

• Of the three options available - complete of membership, ftill
membership and financial obligations, or not
In the 6* - under the in the until
is we the last option,

• Australia actively in the of the
she actively for are in relation to

« AusAID collaborate with the Asia & Pacific Division of IF AD to jointly i
for In the of and for the of

in

• The Australian Government and IF AD jointly finance an to
review the operations of IFA.D; the of IF AD at in
to community development and poverty alleviation (in and the Pacific countries);
scrutinize the road the institution has put in to the of the
Australian Government and the to into the
Australia's withdrawal will have on the Australian commercial our in the
donor aid community, relations with In our region.
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46. it is the that the
and for your are in the

any is on with the for
Agricultural Development.

by;

E

51

Qyeensland
AUSTRALIA.

Ph.
Fax.

Car


